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Abstract
How does classroom teaching and learning affect students? The standard answer is through
measuring changes in demonstrable knowledge and skills. But when it comes to learning areas
like Religious Education, PDHPE (personal development, health and physical education), values
and moral education, there is often a direct, implied, or even a vague expectation that students
will be changed personally – that is, bringing about desirable change in their beliefs, values,
attitudes, emotional responses and behaviour – and from a religious perspective, this will include
personal faith and religious practice. It has always been regarded as appropriate for Religious
Education theories to address this expectation. But this is where they also run into difficulty:
Firstly, because personal development is an extremely complex process that is influenced by
many non-classroom factors (like genetic, endogenous, familial, social, cultural, life experience
etc.); Secondly, isolating the specific personal influence of classroom Religious Education would
be very difficult if not impossible; Thirdly, it is problematic to find realistic and valid ways of
measuring change in personal development. And fourthly, it can be difficult deciding just what
constitutes desirable and positive personal change. It is to be expected then that Religious
Education theory would naturally require some speculation, rather than hard evidence, about
how personal development might be promoted. But because of this speculative part of any such
theory, it could also be expected that there will often be some hiatus between intentional
expectations for personal change and reality. This paper tries to address the dilemma by looking
into the psychological dynamics of potential personal change through Religious Education. And it
proposes a way of explaining this personal dimension to Religious Education in terms of its
resourcing young people’s spirituality – no matter what their religious disposition.
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Introduction
In some quarters of Catholic schooling, there have long been views that overestimated the role of
classroom Religious Education in changing young people's beliefs and religious behaviour.
In a Sydney lecture when he visited Australia in the late 1970s, Bishop David Konstant, then the
chair of the English bishops’ Catholic Education Service, cautioned Catholic school religious
educators about this problem. To make the point, he reminded his audience that the only
program of rehabilitation for convicts kept on the hulks in England in the 18th century was
Religious Education – its purpose was to effect moral change in the prisoners (Konstant, 1981).
The bishop went on to note how important it was to clarify links between religious education and
young people's personal and spiritual development in a realistic way. That young people might
engage with the Church has always been a valid hope of both Catholic schooling and religious
educators, and as such this has never been in question. But Konstant considered that
recruitment of young people to engagement with the Catholic Church as the principal purpose of
Religious Education was both inappropriate and unrealistic. Such a view, in his opinion,
distracted religion teachers from their core role in educating young people well religiously.
Besides, there were many more powerful factors than Religious Education influencing their
engagement with the church; hence, it was also unrealistic to blame Religious Education and
religious educators for the decline of the Catholic Church in Westernised societies (For example
Kennedy et al. 2013).
Personal development, considered from a religious perspective, can be defined as the
enhancement of people’s beliefs, personal faith, values, attitudes and behaviour (including
religious behaviour). Justifiably, the intention of classroom Religious Education, along with other
purposes, has always included the hope of promoting young people’s personal development.
However, because it is such a complex and multifaceted, lifelong, and often mysterious process,
influenced by many factors, it is not possible to measure with any certainty the isolated personal
effects of religion lessons – or indeed of any learning area in the curriculum, even though there is
no problem in identifying and measuring changes in knowledge, understanding and critical
thinking which are often articulated as learning objectives. Hence it is understandable and
necessary to have some speculation, explanatory narrative or psychological learning theory as to
how the classroom experiences can be translated into personal development / the growth of
individuals as persons, even if this is only evident after they have left school. This will be called
Religious Education’s narrative of personal influence (NPI). The proposal here is that an
authentic and relevant narrative needs to be generic – that means, the theory should be just as
applicable to the potential personal influence of all areas of school curriculum and not just to
Religious Education as if it were an exceptional case.
Education for personal change
Given how the history of universal education over the last 150 years has shown it to be so
successful, especially in communicating knowledge and skills, it is not surprising that people
have had high hopes that schools can be successful in addressing social problems. During this
period, many desirable social changes have occurred, and one of the most influential factors
must be judged to be universal education. So it is not unreasonable that many in the community
hope that schooling will make students into better people, even though a number also think this
is an unrealistic goal for education. In 1969, Postman and Weingartner published Teaching as a
subversive activity, a popular book which argued that education for critical thinking was the key
element in the potential of schools to contribute eventually to personal and social change.
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Postman and Weingartner claimed
that they were “simple, romantic
people who risk contributing to the
mental-health problem by
maintaining a [stubborn] belief in the
improvability of the human condition
through education” (1969, p. 12).
They hastened to add that they were
not so simple and romantic as to
think that all social problems are
susceptible to solutions by any
means, including education. But they suggested that education
is one of the best long-term investments for minimising some
social problems – as well as a good starting point for addressing
them.
Religious Education for personal change
Having some functional narrative of personal influence within their view of Religious Education is
important because it helps religion teachers clarify what they are trying to accomplish in both the
short and the long terms. It helps gives perspective, purpose and direction to their teaching. It
helps shape reasonable and realistic expectations of what can be achieved in the classroom, and
of what is respected as the private inner workings of young people’s minds that are not open to
scrutiny. It can affect their choice of content and methods, as well as the questions they ask of
students in class, and the sorts of responses they would like to get. It can help them evaluate
various theories of Religious Education as well as discern where expectations and practice may
be inappropriate and/or unrealistic. It can help them value their own teaching and their profession
as religious educators.
As far as the personal influence of religion teaching is concerned, it may well be that its principal
component is the personal influence of the teachers themselves – the care and attention they
exercise, and their professional competence can make them helpful adult role models for
students. Teachers often report that past pupils remembered them as wonderful people, but they
usually said nothing or very little about what they remembered learning from teachers in the
classroom.
The main focus here is on the speculation/psychological learning theories for personal
development (NPIs) that pertain specifically to the classroom religion curriculum. It will not be
concerned with the influence of retreats, liturgy, prayers or the school culture, or the influence
arising from the quality of teacher-pupil personal relationships – even though each of these
components needs its own distinctive theory of personal influence. It will try to give historical
perspective to issues for Religious Education that have affected views of its personal influence.
Excessive expectations for changing pupils’ religious behaviour and blaming Religious
Education for the decline in the Catholic Church
Echoing Bishop Konstant’s views noted earlier, where religious educators, as well as the wider
community, did not have any plausible, true-to-life narrative of personal influence, or where it was
absent or impracticable, problems inevitably appeared in the form of excessive expectations for
Religious Education to change young people’s religious behaviour. Such problems have been
evident throughout the last 60 years of its history. With the controversy over new experiential/lifecentred developments in Religious Education as a backdrop in the 1970s (See the material on
the, the Come Alive program below in NPI-01), one notable group, Catholics Concerned for the
Faith, claimed that religious educators in Catholic schools were responsible for the decline in
Church participation evident in sharply decreased Sunday mass attendance. The problem, they
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believed, was because orthodox Catholic doctrine was not being taught
in Catholic schools (Rossiter, 1977). In its simplest form it was like
saying: ‘Children cannot be moral if they cannot recite the 10
Commandments’. The groups’ modus operandi was to gather evidence
on religion teachers who were thought to be unorthodox and report them
to the local bishop for disciplinary action. Opus Dei groups did the same
in the 1980s and 1990s. Keane (2002) labelled so-called offenders as
betraying the Catholic Church through intellectual, religious and moral
deception by spreading false doctrine not in accord with the Catechism
of the Catholic Church – he regarded them as traitors.
Much the same arguments are still current for some Catholics and clergy. For example, in 2015,
the Australian Catholic journal AD 2000 published the following letter from concerned Catholics.
We firmly believe that the Church has a major problem with its delivery of Religious Education
in her school system and think that urgent action is required to improve her performance.
A mere 20% of students in the Catholic school system attend Mass on Sunday during their
schooling, but 72% of them stop practicing their faith by the time they are 29 years of age.
. . . .there is something drastically wrong with the curriculum and the way it is being taught.
. . . While the school factor appears to be the major factor causing students and ex-students
to stop practicing their faith, other factors also contribute such as the family situation, mass
media especially TV and social media.
. . . The crisis in Catholic education suggests that the curriculum is lacking. Children need to
be made familiar with the Catholic Catechism, the Bible references and the importance of
going to Mass every Sunday at the very least. (Kennedy et al. 2015)
This sort of thinking appears to presume that a principal purpose of Religious Education is to
change young people’s religious behaviour and get them back to regular Sunday mass. Many
religious educators have long contested this view. While there have always been those, whom I
would consider extremists, who want to blame Religious Education for the decline of the Catholic
Church, I am more concerned when religious educators themselves and some church authorities
appear to be thinking somewhat along same lines, wanting Religious Education to solve what is
essentially a church problem. In 2021, a newspaper article reported the views of one Catholic
archbishop as follows (Baker, 2021).
[The] Archbishop … said he was concerned about the erosion of Catholic DNA within Catholic
schools, saying many religious education teachers no longer practised the religion and were
unfamiliar with the doctrine and morals they were supposed to teach.
“An increasing proportion of those enrolled in our schools are not even nominally Catholic or
Christian … the disconnection from church is glaringly obvious when children or families find
themselves in unfamiliar territory at mass, unsure of how to comport themselves, respond,
even recite the most treasured Catholic prayers,” he said.
Schools should respond by more deliberately teaching the Catholic faith, to counteract
outside forces. “We have to keep preparing our teachers to be counter-cultural,” he said.
“They’ve got to think of themselves like missionaries in the classroom.”
The relationship between Catholic school Religious Education and young people’s religiosity,
together with the question why young people (as well as older ones) are not going to Sunday
mass, will long remain ongoing issues for religion teachers – even though many see these as
Catholic church problems and not school Religious Education ones, and that as long as the
school is blamed, the real causes will not be acknowledged or investigated. It is beyond the
scope of this paper to give these questions further attention here (See McCarty & Vitek, 2017;
Rossiter, 2020B, p 7).
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Historical perspective on how sub-Narratives of Personal Influence (NPIs) figured within
different approaches to Australian Catholic school Religious Education 1960-2022
Scholars, tracking the evolution of Catholic school Religious Education over this period have
identified and evaluated a number of different approaches (Rummery, 1975; Rossiter, 1981,
1999; Buchanan, 2005; Ryan, 2013; Byrne, 2021). What follows will not repeat these
descriptions; but will highlight the sub-narrative within each approach/theory that either explicitly
or implicitly accounted for the intentions and mechanisms through which they sought to bring
about personal/spiritual development in students – a definition of NPI. The distinctive pattern of
NPIs for Australian Catholic school Religious Education 1960-2022 is likely to show up both
similarities and differences when compared to what has happened in other countries.
Comparisons would be informative, particularly where the various change influences on the
prevalent, normative Catholic theories for Religious Education in different countries can be
identified.
This analysis of NPIs will show how thinking and assumptions about effecting personal
development evolved. In a panoramic but simplified way (without caveats or comprehensive
accounts), it will signpost the broad pattern of change in NPIs. It will identify the most prominent
approaches which were present without trying to estimate how extensive was their presence
across the country. Much more could be written and referenced to the relevant literature, but this
is not feasible in a paper of this length. The idea of successive ‘approaches’ to Religious
Education, as if they could be identified clearly as discrete and different is itself a simplification,
because teachers often developed a range of ideas and composites of theories affecting their
idiosyncratic style of teaching. Nevertheless, this analysis is helpful for understanding the
contributing influences on teachers’ thinking about the nature, purposes and practices of their
work. In addition to looking at various identifiable approaches, the analysis also notes the
contributions of some theorists as well as the emergence of particular ecclesiastical terms for
articulating the purposes of Religious Education because of their influence on changing NPIs.
Readers may well find themselves introducing other related elements or refining the descriptions
of NPIs given here.
This analysis will include evaluative comments about the various NPIs, suggesting that some
expectations for personal change have been excessive or over-complicated; more detailed
evaluations elsewhere will be referenced. Because of the problems I find with many of the
Catholic NPIs, I have proposed an alternative (NPI-10) considered appropriate for contemporary
Religious Education. It has no new or innovative elements; rather it has pieced together a
composite from existing and historical elements that are thought to reflect best theory and
practice.
NPI-00 The era of the catechism.
For many ears up to the mid-1960s.

1939. 14th Edition, 1958
NPI-00: Knowledge of Catholic teachings could influence young people’s thinking, values and
religious behaviour.
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This harmonised with the socialising religious influence of the school as a whole, together with
that of the parish.
NOTE: The link between knowledge/understanding and hoped for personal/spiritual development
has never been missing from the NPIs of succeeding approaches to Religious Education and
was always present to some extent, because knowledge/understanding and cognitive skills have
always been at the core of the school curriculum. So this purpose will not be noted again in
summarising the following NPIs, but it will be a taken-for-granted important element in each.
What follows will show how other expectations were amalgamated into the NPIs.
Catholic school Religious Education at this time was termed Christian Doctrine which was an
accurate description of content and process. Young people were socialised into a close knit
Catholic community which was quite religious with regular church attendance. The innovative
Kerygmatic catechisms for primary and junior secondary classes introduced in the early 1960s
gave a new emphasis to the Bible, as well as guiding pedagogy through the comprehensive
teachers’ guides. The potential personal influence of Religious Education was not formally
articulated in psychological terms; but it was implied.
NPI-01 The life-centred /
experiential approach. From mid1960s through the 1970s

NPI-01: Sharing personal views in an intimate discussion could directly affect personal/spiritual
development, especially where content was related to young people’s life experience.
NOTE: This NPI is given special attention here because firstly it represented a ‘seismic’ shift
compared with what applied in Religious Education during the long lasting catechism era.
Secondly, NPI-01 never went away; while it was refined and further developed, it was never
replaced. In the various historical approaches that followed, there were reiterations in which it
morphed with new emphases, new ideas and new terminology. But the central idea of personal
change mediated through interpersonal dialogue has remained prominent in Religious Education
NPIs even today.
The religious practice and spirituality of Australian Catholics changed more in a short period
immediately following the second Vatican Council than in the previous century – some would say
in two centuries; cultural change was also an influential factor. Of significance for Australian
Catholic Religious Education was the emergence of a new psychological, relationship-centred
Christian spirituality that became prominent in the teaching religious congregations and quickly
spread through the Catholic community, becoming the norm for most but not all Catholics
(Crawford & Rossiter, 2006, pp. 173-177).
Four publications selected from a large pertinent literature are noted here as iconic signposts,
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showing how a focus on interpersonal transactions/relationships and discussion became a
dominant feature of NPI-01.
Publications
Carl Rogers 1961: On becoming a
person: A therapist’s view of
psychotherapy.

Comments
These two books by Rogers, together with many others on
humanistic psychology, promoted a relationship-centred,
psychology and psychotherapy. Members of religious orders,
who accounted for practically the whole force of Catholic
school religion teachers at the time, absorbed this thinking
particularly through the works of popular Catholic writers who
incorporated this humanistic psychology into what could be
described as a psychological Christian spirituality. It was
natural for religion teachers to want to develop this sort of
spirituality in their students. Many responded to Pope John
XXIII’s call to “read the signs of the times” in interpreting and
addressing contemporary culture – much the same as the
contemporary challenge to ‘recontextualise’ Catholic theology
(Boeve, 2007).
Freedom to learn and related books helped change the
understanding of ‘teaching’ which came to be regarded as
‘the facilitation of learning’, influencing student-centred
approaches.

Carl Rogers 1970: Freedom to Learn.
E. Schein & W. Bennis, 1965: Personal
and organizational change through
group methods: The laboratory
approach.

Australian Catholic Bishops Committee
for Education: 1970 Come Alive.

Few religion teachers would have heard of this book or its
authors. But it is signposted here because of its symbolic
significance; this handbook represented the psychological
thinking that informed the personalist movement in Catholic
Religious Education. Its focus on the psychological dynamics
of personal learning in encounter groups provided a
comprehensive academic analysis of how interpersonal
transactions in intimate groups can effect personal change
and development. While never intended as a book about
education, it was emblematic of the sort of thinking that
influenced religious educators’ hopes for student personal
development through personal discussions. While initially
applied more to the new style communitarian retreats, this
thinking soon influenced views of classroom Religious
Education. The key ideas of hermeneutics and dialogue as
personal change processes came to be prominent in the
hermeneutic communicative model (NPI-08) after 2005;
these same ideas can be traced in this book, even if the
terminology is different.
This series of colourful, glossy magazines was produced by
Catholic school religious educators for the bishops as the
new Years 11-12 Catholic catechism, completing the
sequence of catechisms for classes from Year 1 to Year 12.
The booklets were radically different from any previous
catechism and were specifically designed to promote
discussion about life and religion. They were life-focused
discussion booklets.

In 1970, the same year that Come alive was printed for school use, the bishops published the
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Directory – The renewal of the education of faith. In addition to providing broad outlines for a
religion curriculum, the document was like a ‘high water mark’ for an ‘experiential’, ‘life centred’
Religious Education. It also brought ‘faith’ more into prominent focus as a goal. Come alive
created much controversy in the Catholic community that went on for years (Rossiter.1977). At
this time generally, the religious order teachers had almost complete freedom in the construction
of religion curricula. It was an era where SBCD (School Based Curriculum Development) was
very prominent across the school curriculum. In Religious Education, there was much
experimentation, together with trial/error and perceived success/failure. While there were some
diocesan syllabuses available, few religion teachers thought of consulting the bishops about
religious content; they may well have thought ‘what would they know about teaching religion to
students who were becoming increasingly secularised’.
Those educators who were involved in conducting very successful new communitarian senior
school retreats since their origin in 1964 tended to give more attention to the psychological
dynamics in NPI-01 because of the more personal context of the retreat (Tullio, 2010; Tullio &
Rossiter, 2009, 2010). Some found that the use of retreat-like activities in classroom Religious
Education resulted in failure to achieve the same sort of student engagement they were
accustomed to in retreats. NPI-01 still remains prominent in the thinking of the contemporary
retreat teachers (Rossiter, 2016).
Compulsory religion lessons, with about 25 or more students in a class, are a very different
context from the voluntary, adult encounter group (Rogers. 1972), where in a sense, participants
lined up for what can amount to some ‘psychological surgery’, often with noticeable personal
development outcomes. Hence there was a cautionary need to avoid unrealistic expectations in
drawing from humanistic psychological, clinical theory and practice as regards processes for
bringing about personal change in students. An article by Brink (1977) entitled “A
psychotherapeutic model for Religious Education” illustrated the interest in applying such theory
to Religious Education. For some, a counselling theory affected their teaching.
In the 1970s, two principal concerns had a driving influence on the thinking and practice of
religion teachers in Australian Catholic schools: How to make Religious Education personal and
relevant for young people, especially in the senior classes. What went wrong? Both of these
intentions were noble, and in my professional opinion, appropriate; I believe that they are even
more pertinent and important today than they were in the 1970s. The intentions were not the
problem; it was the inappropriateness of the formula used. Relying too much on uninformed,
relatively informal, discussion about life, together with no academic credibility for the subject,
contributed to the poor regard that students had for religious education; the 1970s Religious
Education quest for personalism and relevance made it look less ‘classroom/study’ like, and
more like a retreat discussion (out of context) or a group counselling session. For example: some
teachers sat students in circles on the floor or cushions to make the activity seem more relaxed
and personal – not the formula used in history/geography or any other subject. This same
problem was evident in British state school Religious Education in the 1960s to 1980s when
personal development oriented discussion groups were tried (Rossiter, 1996).
NPI-01 was more influential in Religious Education in the senior years (E.g. Years 10-12). In
Junior secondary classes and in the primary school, a catechism approach persisted for some
after change was evident in the senior secondary years. However, the development of ‘life
centred’ series of booklets for junior secondary and primary classes eventually showed how the
‘life thematic’ and NPI-01 infused much of the religion teaching across the primary and
secondary years (E.g. the Australian series of booklets: Move out, Say Yes!, Shalom and Tempo.
Together with Come alive for years 11-12. There were also series from the United States like Hi
Time.) (Englilsh, 2005).
Later, in relation to NPIs 06, 07 and 10, it will be argued that personalism and relevance in the
classroom context are best fostered within an academically credible subject with systematic
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study processes comparable to what is expected for the standard subjects areas.
At this point, an example of one 1974 senior school religion curriculum will be outlined, which
showed, even at that time, a number of the characteristics of NPI-10 which is proposed later as
appropriate for contemporary Religious Education.
Example 1974 Years 11-12 Religion curriculum called Community Development Studies.
This program was one of the first in NSW Catholic schools to be approved by the NSW Board of
Studies as an Other Approved Study which officially counted towards students’ Higher School
Certificate – but not for their university entrance (ATAR) score. Copy was sent to all Catholic
secondary schools in the state by the NSW Catholic Secondary Schools Association as one
example of what might be done in schools seeking to get their senior school religion program
accredited. It had the same academic status as did Catholic Studies in recent years.
The title for the program Community Development Studies was chosen to highlight its focus and
rationale. It was considered that because by year 10, students had a sufficient grasp of
Catholicism this justified modifying both the content and teaching approaches in Years 11-12.
The program was intentionally and more specifically ‘personal development oriented’ to help
equip young people for healthy participation in, and contribution to, the wider community in their
immediate future lives. The content was broadened beyond what traditionally had been almost
exclusively Catholic content to cover a number of social issues as well as touching on some
aspects of psychology and sociology. The course rationale acknowledged that the themes of
freedom and individuality were increasingly dominating young people's thinking and lifestyle. So
attention to community development would help compensate for this individualistic trend in
culture by giving special attention to studying community questions/issues like:- the role of local
mental health agencies; function of the legal system; role of Corrective Services; integration of
the handicapped into the community; education of handicapped children; the emerging world
environmental crisis. A gospel study and Christology were included along with other religious
topics, together with introductory evaluations covering areas like the philosophy of Karl Marx and
the psychology of Sigmund Freud. The religious topics were integrated within a broadly based
program with a contemporary focus.
The program had a number of structural strands.
The Class group strand was for formal study of a range of topics. Given that other approved
studies programs would never have the same perceived ‘marks status’ as regular HSC subjects,
the class group strand was taught with academic study processes but without the same extent of
formal assessment. The main assessment for the program was a research essay to be
completed by the end of each year. Studies of particular world religions was a popular choice by
students.
The Guest lectures strand for the combined classes was suitably used for specialist inputs on the
roles of local community agencies and for particular social issues (E.g. the law courts,
environment crisis etc.)
Special visits to community agencies were used to give student first hand experience of their
work, contributions to the wider community and the problems and issues they had to deal with.
These included, for example: industries run by the handicapped; agencies looking after the
homeless; the education of handicapped children.
Participation in inter-school or within school ‘live-in’ retreats. These were termed as ‘intensive
personal development seminars’ in the course documentation and were proposed as an integral
co-curricular component of the overall community development studies.
Participation in voluntary social justice commitment groups at both school and inter-school levels
was available and this appealed to over 10% of students, while the activities they organised at
times involved most of the school population (E.g. conduct of Christian Social Action Week in the
school and the local community). These groups commonly included key student leaders.
Also considered within the orbit of the program was the conduct of Communitarian Retreats for
Parents.
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Concluding Note: The emergence of NPI-01, and its long history in various reiterations, in
Catholic school Religious Education, was initially about the personal development role of student
discussion and dialogue. It raised a number of questions about the place for personal
interactions or ‘personalism’ across the school curriculum that still remain today. A
comprehensive analysis of this topic is provided across 4 chapters in Crawford & Rossiter (2006).
NPI-02 Emergence of the constructs
‘faith development’ (related to James
Fowler) and ‘faith formation’ From 1976
onwards
NPI-02: A reiteration NPI-01 (Mark II) The expression and sharing of personal faith in discussions
catalysed further development of faith;
The idea of ‘forming’ young people’s faith initiated a trend to name the process ‘faith formation’
rather than ‘education’.
There were 2 books that were iconic in highlighting the emergence of the construct ‘faith
development’, which very quickly became popular with religious educators. The term faith
development has remained prominent in Catholic Religious Education ever since.
Publications
John H Westerhoff III, 1976: Will
our children have faith?

Comments
Westerhoff popularised his account of Fowler’s faith
development theory before Fowler’s main book
appeared 5 years later. While focused on voluntary
US Sunday school Christian education, the book was
taken by religion teachers and Catholic authorities as
important for compulsory Religious Education in
Catholic schools – a very different context. Westerhoff
proposed a liturgically-oriented community experience
for engaging and changing young people’s personal
faith.

James Fowler, 1981: Stages of
faith: The Psychology of Human
Development and the Quest for
Meaning.

Fowler was a psychologist. His theory analysed
stages in the psychological functioning of how people
‘believed’. He called this generic ‘human faith’ which
was evident across religions and in non-religious
ideological belief. However, in religious circles,
especially in Catholic educational ones, it was
understood to mean ‘personal Christian faith’. While
levels of function (E.g. imitation, identification,
authority, autonomy, universalism) could be
investigated and even measured, what the
‘development’ of personal Christian faith meant was
not clear to most who frequently used the term faith
development.

The emergence of NPI-02 was significant because it morphed NPI-01 from personal/spiritual
development to personal faith development. Personal sharing quickly morphed into ‘faith
sharing/dialogue’. A detailed evaluation of the use of the terms faith development and faith
formation are given in Crawford & Rossiter (2006) and Rossiter (2018, 2020A), with attention
given to the ambiguity in the terms, the problem in identifying when an activity was ‘faith forming’
as opposed to being just ‘educational’, and the potentially negative effects on the generic
narrative for Catholic school Religious Education.
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A sub-variant of NPI-02 was evident in reports of the research of Carmel Leavey and associates
who followed up Fowler’s studies, with special attention given to faith development of girls in
Catholic senior schools (Leavey et al. 1992). There is no doubt that the research made a
valuable and interesting contribution to faith development studies worldwide. But because the
research was sponsored by Catholic school authorities, it was not surprising that a chapter was
devoted to implications for Catholic schooling. The researchers recommended that a strategy of
‘faith mentoring’ be developed, even though implementation in classroom Religious Education
was not discussed. The value of faith mentoring in voluntary religious groups or in a parish
setting or in a counselling relationship is not in question. But it seemed to be an unrealistic
pedagogical strategy for the average religion classes.
NPI-03 Herman Lombaerts:
Hermeneutic Communicative Model
From mid 1970s onwards

NPI-03: Reiterating NPI-01 (Mark III). There was the inclusion of the idea of a dialectical personal
dialogue that had a strong hermeneutic (interpretive) emphasis for developing young people’s
‘competency’ for ‘authentic personal dialogue’, with implications for spiritual development.
Lombaerts was a key European scholar in Leuven (Belgium) involved in the experiential/lifecentred movement in Religious Education from the mid-1970s. Gradually he formulated the
Hermeneutic Communicative Model (Lombaerts, 2000). His approach was about firstly identifying
students’ ‘hermeneutic knots’ – key personal/spiritual/social issues that needed analysis and
critical hermeneutic attention (interpretation) in small groups (Lombaerts & Pollefeyt, 2003).
Religion teachers were to provide relevant content for the knots and they needed to moderate
the interpersonal dialogue with and among students in a dialectical fashion, bringing about
personal learning and enhancement of faith.
Questions could be raised about the suitability of this model to the usual religion classroom with
more than 25 students who may not all have been favourably disposed towards revealing their
personal views in dialogue in what was expected to be an intimate, sharing group. The NPI in
Lombaerts’ approach was a continuation and reinforcement/refinement of the discussion-oriented
characteristics noted above for NPI-01. It could be perceived as moving in a psychotherapeutic
direction which seemed to require competent counselling and group dynamics skills on the part
of religion teachers (Rossiter, 2001).
Lombaerts was always interested in, and probably influenced by, the renowned European
theologian/philosopher/psychotherapist of the time Antoine Vergote (Vergote, 1969, 1970;
Fowler, Vergote et al., 1980). This interest may have affected his view of promoting personal
change through Religious Education. While he visited and lectured in Australian in the 1970s and
1980s, his theory was not widely known or discussed. But it was to become prominent when
adopted and promoted after 2005 by Pollefeyt in relation to the Enhancing the Catholic School
Identity project (see later under NPI-07).
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NPI-04 Thomas Groome. Shared
Christian Praxis. From 1980 onwards

NPI-04: Reiteration of NPI-01 (Mark IV). Faith is to be developed through the sharing of personal
faith in dialogue. One’s personal faith story can be related to the Christian story leading to a
vision or creative response including action for social justice.
The titles of Groome’s first two books on Shared Christian Praxis highlighted its intended
personal development purposes:(1980). Christian Religious Education: Sharing our story and vision
(1991). Sharing Faith: A Comprehensive Approach to Religious Education and Pastoral Ministry:
The Way of Shared Praxis
Originally proposed for adult Religious Education, the method was adapted for school use and
embedded in a series of student texts published by Silver Burdett in the United States. Groome’s
approach was also embedded in the Parramatta Catholic diocese religion curriculum Sharing our
story in 1991 and this was also used or adapted in a number of other dioceses.
Groome wrote an extensive theological, philosophical and
educational basis for his pedagogy. It was a primarily for ‘faithsharing groups’. Through critical reflection on the present and
dialogue in the light of the Christian story, participants were to
shape a response regarded as a new Christian action vision. He
noted the sequence of steps in the approach as I) present action,
2) critical refection, 3) dialogue, 4) the Story, and 5) the Vision
that arises from the Story. The approach had a strong
critical/evaluative component that harmonised with social justice
concerns. It reiterated and further developed the NPIs for both
NPI-01 and NPI-02 with some different languaging of the
personal development purposes.
Shared Christian Praxis is undoubtedly a useful pedagogy for adult Christian education, where
committed Christians met specifically and voluntarily in small groups to share, often prayerfully,
their personal stories and faith with the intention of enhancing their religious lives. But some have
questioned the classroom applicability of its starting assumptions – a small voluntary group of
committed believers whose dialogue is intended to reinforce and enhance their Christian faith. It
did not seem to acknowledge or address the situation where the majority of students in a religion
class were not particularly religious and who may not have been well disposed towards ‘sharing
faith’. Some evaluations of the Shared Praxis approach appeared in Word in life (1997-45-3),
which later became the Journal of Religious Education.
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The idea of witnessing and sharing one’s ‘personal faith story’ seems to have roots within the
shared praxis thinking. This sort of ‘testifying’ has been commonly used in communitarian
retreats where teachers’ faith stories were used to prompt students to share their faith stories in
small groups. An evaluation of this procedure is given in Rossiter (2016). It use in classroom
Religious Education has been reported anecdotally. One teacher told me about her daughter’s
negative reaction to a religion teacher whom she categorised as an ‘over-sharer’. I remember a
teacher being overjoyed about what he considered was a very successful lesson. The reason?
He told me that “my kids really gave of themselves”. I wondered if that perception and valuation
of the lesson were shared by the students.
NPI-05 Terry Lovat. A critical,
composite, interfaith model – typology
and praxis. From 1989 onwards

NPI-05: Knowledge and literacy related to religions derived from a study of types of religious
phenomena across religious traditions;
Includes personal dialogical elements of NPI-04 from Groome’s shared praxis.
On the basis of their intentions, Lovat (1989, 2009) labelled the approaches concerned with
promoting faith and personal development as ‘enfaithing’. He proposed a more objective study of
religious phenomena (non-enfaithing), making use of Moore and Habel’s (1982) theory of
typology as a phenomenological system for exploring various religious traditions, including the
students’ own home tradition. He blended these ideas with the critical, dialogical elements in
Groome’s Shared Christian Praxis and showed an inter-faith perspective in the proposed student
learning. This composite model was focused on the study of religion with both descriptive and
evaluative aspects, while allowing for the possibility that there would be special moments of
personal learning, search and dialogue.
E.g. NSW: Studies of Religion
QLD: Study of Religion
VICTORIA: Religion and society
WESTERN AUSTRALIA: Religion and life
TASMANIA: Religion and Philosophy
SOUTH AUSTRALIA: A late 1970s state school
program was called Religious Education, some
schools had Religion Studies/Religious Studies
in senior classes.
NPI-06: Knowledge and literacy related to religions derived mainly from descriptive,
phenomenological study. (In NSW the program allowed special attention to students’ home
religious tradition.)
NPI-06 State-based Religion Studies
courses Mainly from 1991 onwards

By the mid-1990s, all Australian states (with the exception of the Northern Territory), had, or did
have, state-based religion studies programs for Years 11-12. The early developments from the
first program in Tasmania in the mid-1970s were described in Rossiter (1981); an overview of
their theory and an interpretation of relationships between these programs and denominational
Religious Education was given in Crawford & Rossiter (2006, chapters 21-22). By contrast with
the approaches in Catholic schools which intentionally focused on changing the faith and
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personal development of students, the religion studies courses were non-denominational and
justified on educational grounds.
The intention of promoting personal faith within a particular tradition was therefore inappropriate,
and efforts to eschew such purposes were particularly evident in the early development of
religion studies from the 1970s; they had to look distinctively ‘different’ in purposes from their
denominational counterparts, as if religion studies needed to be ‘inoculated’ against promoting
personal faith in any way. Hence the personal/faith development expectations noted in previous
NPIs were not relevant to NPI-06. Nevertheless, the large majority of student participants (in
NSW, Queensland and Victoria) were from Catholic schools. How the schools explained this
choice of program was interesting, given the disparity between NPI-06 and the earlier NPIs that
operated in Catholic schools. While there was strong support for incorporating state religion
studies into Years 11-12 in Catholic schools, some educators, and some clergy considered that
they were not ‘Catholic enough’ and should be avoided.
The Australian programs drew heavily on developments in the United Kingdom where Religious
Education had been mandated as a compulsory subject in the state school curriculum since the
1944 Butler Education Act; it morphed from a Christian Bible-based approach to a
phenomenological study of world religions one in the 1970s. Other changes followed (Grimmitt,
2000), including recent attention given to the idea of including education in ‘worldviews’ (Hall,
2018). The need to be differentiated from denominational Christian Religious Education (noted
above) understandably meant that UK Religious Education/Religion Studies avoided giving
detailed attention to the way in which it might affect students’ spirituality because of the danger
that this could be misinterpreted as promoting personal faith. Hence, it emphasised the general
knowledge, understanding and critical thinking that were promoted in all school learning areas. It
also noted the civic importance of educating for a basic religious literacy, together with
appreciation of the role of religions in culture and the spiritual lives of people. The idea of
‘learning about religion’ rather than a more denominational ‘learning religion’ was used to
emphasise objectivity and impartiality. In my view, the best account of its potential contribution to
personal/spiritual development was in Grimmitt’s 1987 book, Religious education and human
development: The Relationship between studying religions and personal, social and moral
education. His idea of students’ ‘learning from religion’ for their own personal growth was
eventually espoused in official British documents. One of the other categories which also
surfaced was the contribution of Religious Education to ‘social cohesion’ (Grimmitt, 2010).
Both the educational rationale for religion studies and Australian Catholic school involvement in
the programs posed a number of intriguing questions:1. Was there an inherent guarantee that religion studies courses could not change the personal
faith of students?
2. Was there an inherent guarantee that the Catholic programs (NPIs 02-04) could change
students’ personal faith?
3. Was there a sort of ‘quantum’ difference in personal development potential between religion
studies and the Catholic programs? Did the additional aims for faith formation make the latter
psychologically more effective in engaging students resulting in faith development? If so, did
this mean that there was a sort of ‘personal/spiritual exceptionalism’ operating in Religious
Education compared with other learning areas in the curriculum, as if it had an inherent power
to change students personally, a power that did not exist in other learning areas?
4. How would an objective observer of classroom teaching, who did not know beforehand
whether it was a Catholic or a religion studies course, be able to readily discern when a class
was engaged in a faith development process or when it was merely educational?
5. Would an objective observer who looked at what could be regarded as good teaching in both
a Catholic and a religion studies program find significant differences in pedagogy, student
engagement, study processes and class discussion that would point to the operation of a
personal/spiritual NPI in the Catholic program?
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6. Are the significant differences in NPIs between Catholic and religion studies programs located
mainly in the domain of ‘intentions’ and not in the realities of classroom teaching/learning
where there are natural possibilities and limitations for promoting personal development?
Referring to Lovat’s (1982) problematic terminology, were there in practice, especially with
respect to their potential for promoting personal/spiritual development, no real differences
between what he termed the “enfaithing” and the “non-enfaithing” approaches?
7. Was there a tendency in theory for Catholic programs to overplay their potential for bringing
about personal/spiritual change in students while in religion studies the tendency was to
underplay its potential?
The material on education for personal change and on both the Catholic and religion studies
programs in Crawford & Rossiter (2006) would by implication answer the first 5 questions in the
negative and in the affirmative for 6 and 7.
How further theoretical, and especially empirical studies might address these questions will be of
ongoing interest. What would be particularly valuable would be students’ accounts of how they
perceived their experience of each. It is pertinent here to note a unique situation in a South
Australian Catholic school in 1980-1981 where Marisa Crawford developed and taught one of the
early year 12 religion studies courses as part of an experimental ‘alternative curriculum’ for the
South Australian Education Department (Crawford, 1982).
The students in the class found themselves, much to their initial consternation and irritation, in
two religion programs – both Catholic and religion studies – while their fellow students only had
to be in the Catholic program. The students even had the same teacher for Catholic and religion
studies with the same teaching style. My own brief discussion with the students about
comparisons between the two was limited. But what was evident was their view of the different
purposes of each – religion studies was perceived as an ‘open, inquiring study of religion’ which
did not have a presumed religious disposition as a starting point, while the Catholic program was
perceived as all about ‘the getting of Catholicism’.
I judged that more issue-oriented content in world religions, together with student research
pedagogy, avoided the excessive, descriptive phenomenological emphasis which was prominent
in other religion studies programs in those times – for example, phenomenological typology was
somewhat in vogue in South Australia at the time (Moore & Habel, 1982). And by implication in
the classroom practice, it also avoided the assumptions in NPI-01 about promoting personal
change through intimate personal interactions and dialogue.
The issue of experiencing freedom of inquiry in religion studies appeared to be important for the
students; they were suspicious of its place in the Catholic program even though their teacher
operated in the same fashion in both programs. They invented their own terminology to highlight
their perceived differences between the two. There was “religion studies” and “RELIGION
RELIGION!” It seemed to me ironic that it was the religion studies program in which the students
reported having the most informative and vigorous discussions. In hindsight, my view is that the
students perceived clearly the underlying narrative for personal change that operated in religion
studies (NPI-06), which helped create a free, safe and respectful classroom environment in
which student views could be aired and discussed. And even though their class teacher operated
out of the same assumptions when teaching the Catholic program, the students still regarded the
program as structurally set up to advance NPIs-1 and 2, and promote engagement with the
Catholic Church – and they were uncomfortable with this.
Section conclusion:
Since their initial rise to prominence in the 1990s, state Religion Studies courses still retain a
substantial enrolment from Catholic schools, with good levels of both teacher and student
satisfaction – they can be judged to have been successful for over thirty years, without any
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substantial modification to their rationale or content.
My interpretation: Teachers of these programs do not have to contend with having to check that
they are meeting the expectations for personal change embedded in the Catholic NPIs (E.g. 2, 4
and 8). In short, when judging whether their religion teaching is successful or not, they do not
have to feel they are engaging students in ‘faith sharing’, ‘faith formation’, ‘Catholic identity’ and
‘deep personal dialogue’. I think that through the non-denominational, educational basis of these
programs, teachers have been able to ‘short circuit’ and avoid the inherent problems arising from
excessive attention given to the Catholic NPIs. And through operating in an open, inquiring study,
they create the best classroom learning conditions to facilitate healthy personalism when this
occurs naturally.
NPI-07 Religious Education as an
academic subject in the Catholic
school curriculum From the mid-1980s
and 90s onwards
NPI-07: A renewed emphasis on academic purposes – knowledge, understanding and cognitive
skills that could inform personal development.
By the mid-1980s, Religious Education seemed to have moved somewhat further in the direction
of functioning like a standard subject/learning area in the Catholic school curriculum, where it had
an important spiritual/moral role and special status. Buchanan (2005) and some other chroniclers
of the Religious Education history, referred to this as the ‘Educational approach’, because of the
renewed educational emphasis; but this is regarded as an inappropriate label because it seems
to imply that earlier approaches were not educational, which is contrary to what religious
educators thought about their role in those times. Even in the catechism era, they thought that
what they were doing was good education; Groome claimed a strong educational basis for
shared Christian praxis. If a label is to be used, a better choice would be a ‘subject-oriented’
approach.
What became more prominent was the alignment of the structures, documentation and learning
outcomes in normative documents (E.g. diocesan guidelines) with the official documents from the
various state education authorities. Assessment, which had been a contentious issue for
Religious Education when discussion and faith sharing were prominent in intentions, became
acceptable and no longer questioned. Diocesan guidelines now included learning outcomes,
even though there was some debate about what ‘values outcomes’ were and how they would be
documented. There were name changes: The Sydney curriculum, with the devotional title Faithful
to God and Faithful to People, became the Religious Education Curriculum. In the Parramatta
diocese, where the devotionally titled Sharing our story (1991) curriculum still operated, learning
outcomes were specified (2003). The Brisbane guidelines included religious literacy as one of its
goals. Also, in the 1990s, the strong uptake of fully accredited state-based Religion Studies
programs in Catholic schools (NPI-06) tended to lift the perceived academic status of Religious
Education across the whole curriculum.
With these developments, the echoes of the NPI-01 & 02 intentions seemed to subside, with
what some would call a more balanced approach to personalism in the context of academic study.
Towards the end of the 1990s, the text series To Know, Worship and Love (KWL) (Elliott, 2001),
an essentially book/resource oriented religion curriculum, was introduced in Melbourne in 1998
and later in Sydney and some other dioceses. It tended to displace the widespread use of other
resources such as the New Zealand program, and its Australian adaptation, Understanding faith
(NCRS, 1991). The title KWL reflected a move back towards the devotional titles that had
become prominent in the 1970s.
It is difficult and always speculative to gauge the ‘mood’ and ‘health’ of a school learning area like
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Religious Education across the country when there are so many variations in the narrative for the
subject in local areas as well as in the teaching styles of individuals. Even a survey of normative
diocesan documents, academic publications, conferences, professional development and
university programs can give only a limited picture of ‘how it was travelling’. Also it is hard for
religion teachers themselves to map the various approaches and schools of thought that
influenced their idiosyncratic understanding of Religious Education, even though they could be
expected to take on board the ideas communicated by the leadership/authorities for Catholic
schooling in their diocese. But it seems to me that there has been some noticeable change in the
thinking of religion teachers, and in the level of operation of a subject-oriented NPI-07 now, when
compared with what prevailed in 1980s and 1990s.
While today there remain few active religion teachers who experienced first hand the changes in
Catholic Religious Education from the 1960s to the 2020s, some of this few have said that in the
1980s and 1990s, there appeared to be a sort of ‘renaissance’ in Religious Education which they
attributed to this subject-oriented development. They thought that there was a generally high
morale and enthusiastic engagement of religion teaches in wide ranging professional
development programs, in addition to those arranged within the dioceses. They also reported
anecdotally better student engagement in a subject that could never be expected to have the
same perceived status as those that ‘really counted’. A career path in Religious Education
seemed inviting. Regarding future developments after this period, they felt that Religious
Education had reached a sort of ‘zenith’ in the 1980s and 1990s, adding that this was not just
‘nostalgia for the good old times’. Since then, they lamented that there appears to have been
something of a decline in perceived academic status and in its perceived place in the school
curriculum. It did not seem to them to be valued as much by religion teachers or students. Was
the general religion teacher morale lower? While participation in religion studies programs
remained high, they felt that there was some loss of focus in Religious Education generally.
Some schools even appeared to be thinking of cutting back on the subject in Years 11-12.
Perhaps this is not a judgment that many contemporary religion teachers would endorse. And it
is not likely to be a question that Catholic school authorities would want to have researched.
There would be, no doubt, much diversity in opinions about ‘how Religious Education is
travelling’ in Australia at the moment. My own professional view: I sense some signs of decline in
the prevalence of NPI-07 that I attribute mainly to two factors:- Firstly: A noticeable change from
a more ‘outward looking’ focus in studying religion towards an ‘inward looking’ focus on the
Catholic church and Catholic identity, at the very time when the former is more pertinent to the
uncertain and rather unprecedented times of the 2020s; And secondly: A renewed ‘inward
looking’ focus on changing students at a personal level through interpersonal transactions, and
on how this might mesh with Catholicism – with echoes of NPI-01 and -02 in new reiterations.
NPI-08 Didier Pollefeyt. The
Hermeneutic Communicative Model,
associated with the development of
Catholic identity in schools. From 2005
onwards

NPI-08: A reiteration of NPI-01 (Mark V) and of Lombaerts NPI-03 (Mark II) A dialectical personal
dialogue with a strong hermeneutic (interpretive) emphasis could enhance people’s ‘competency’
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for ‘authentic personal dialogue’ for self-discovery and discovery of others.
Also involved is a process of religious ‘recontextualising’ – personal religious change occasioned
by re-articulating one’s religious disposition through critical dialogue with challenges in
contemporary culture.
Pollefeyt was the principal researcher for the Enhancing the Catholic School’s Identity project (in
Victoria especially, with extensions to other dioceses around Australia) which started in 2005
(Pollefeyt & Bouwens, 2012). After the main research publication, he gave attention to the way
that Religious Education could contribute to enhancing of the Catholicity of the schools. He had
been closely associated with the religious educational work of his colleague, Lombaerts,
especially with regards to its hermeneutic (interpretive) and dialogical dimensions (Lombaerts &
Pollefeyt, 2004). It was not surprising that his ideas on classroom Religious Education would
reiterate Lombaerts’ Hermeneutic Communicative Model (NPI-03) (Pollefeyt, 2020; Pollefeyt &
Richards, 2019).
Like Groome’s shared praxis, the hermeneutic communicative dialogue approach was
underwritten by substantial psychological, theological and educational theory. While there were
differences between their contributing source theories, it is again not surprising to note a similar
personal influence theme in both theories.
In key accounts of the hermeneutic communicative model (E.g. Pollefeyt & Richards, 2019,
Pollefeyt, 2020; Horner, 2020), the words “deep personal” or something similar often appeared in
relation to interpersonal dialogue, hermeneutic search and reviewing personal meaning. I remain
unconvinced that this emphasis is helpful in Religious Education. It raises questions such as:How is ‘deep personal’ understood? How would you know when ‘deep personal’ is happening in
a class? How could a teacher make ‘deep personal’ happen? Is it ethical to incline students
towards ‘deep personal’? Is it not possible for teachers to generate ‘deep personal’ on cue in a
classroom?
I am not aware of evidence that students have been comfortable when prompted to join ‘deeply
personal’ interactions in religion lessons. Whereas I have come across anecdotal evidence that
they perceive such processes negatively, because of a perceived psychological pressure to have
to contribute in this fashion.
What is the place and function of a personal dimension to Religious Education (and in any other
subject) has long been a central question for religion teachers to resolve. My view (Crawford &
Rossiter, 2006; Rossiter, 2021B) is that the best, most realistic and educationally valuable
approach is not to focus directly on this dimension at all, but rather on an open, inquiring study of
content (that may well contain personal/social issues) where interactions are in the form of
informed debate. In such a safe and free context, the personal dimension in interactions looks
after itself. Whether personal insights are shared or not is not pertinent to healthy Religious
Education; it is not referenced as a criterion for success. When it occurs naturally, this is fine and
it should be acknowledged as a valuable contribution to student learning.
Hence I question the relevance and the appropriateness of the sort of personalism envisaged in
both Groome’s (NPI-03) and Pollefeyt’s (NPI-08) approaches. I think that both are too focused on
the inner life of the student and not enough on the content and intellectual skills that Religious
Education might cover. And as noted in the discussion of Lombaerts’ theory, I have an
uncomfortable feeling that both have drifted too far into counselling and psychotherapeutic
territory to be approaches that religion teachers can implement comfortably and realistically.
Religion teachers, not consciously following either Groome’s shared praxis approach or the
hermeneutic communicative model, may well have taught in ways that would have included
some of the elements highlighted in these theories such as taking the perspectives of others,
dialogue, and hermeneutics (interpretation).
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NPI-09 Key Catholic ecclesiastical
Faith development, faith formation,
terms used for describing Religious
evangelisation and ‘new’
Education: From the late 1970s
evangelisation, Catholic identity,
onwards, with faith formation, mission
Catholic mission, Witnessing.
and Catholic identity becoming much
more prominent after 2000
NPI-09: All of the terms proposed or implied changing young people’s personal faith and their
religiosity.
While not always explicit, there is often the intention to engage young people in regular church
attendance.
Interpretations of the meanings of the terms and evaluation of their impact on Catholic school
Religious Education have been considered elsewhere in Rossiter, 2018, 2020A. The general
conclusion drawn was that excessive use of ecclesiastical terms which tended to replace
Religious Education created unnecessary ambiguity about its nature and purposes together with
unrealistic expectations for bringing about religious change. (An example: a number of Diocesan
Religious Education departments were rebadged as Catholic Identity and Mission; teacher
Professional Development programs were renamed Faith Formation for Mission.)
A preliminary test of a questionnaire about the use of ecclesiastical terms for Religious Education
showed that while they were respected and affirmed, their excessive usage created problems
(data from 74 religious educators. Rossiter, 2021A). By contrast, the valuations of educational
terms were much higher than for the ecclesiastical ones, prompting the question why were the
educational terms so ‘missing’ in the normative narratives for Religious Education which were
often almost exclusively ecclesiastical.
Proposing an appropriate Narrative of Personal Influence for contemporary Catholic
school Religious Education
Before outlining this proposal, some further evaluative comments are offered about the historical
NPIs considered above. The perspective I bring to this task is as follows:
Religion teachers need relevant, realistic and unambiguous accounts of the nature and purposes
of Religious Education to facilitate their professional work. I consider that some of the theories
underpinning the various historical approaches and descriptive ecclesiastical terms, together with
their embedded narratives of personal influence, have been unnecessarily burdensome,
sometimes unrealistic, and at times confusing for teachers. There is nothing like this level of
complex psychological/pedagogical theory focused on changing students personally in the
teaching of other subjects in the school curriculum, where the outcomes are, in the main, more
limited to knowledge, understanding and critical skills. One might wonder whether this sort of
‘pedagogical exceptionalism’ as regards Religious Education’s theoretical links with personal
development is justified. Trying to make Religious Education too ‘personal’ can be
counterproductive, distorting educators’ views of the valuable, healthy place that ‘personalism’
can have across the school curriculum (Crawford & Rossiter, 2006, chapters 11-14); and in turn,
this can hamper the personal development potential that it might best occasion. In some cases,
the historical NPIs sound more like counselling or therapeutic processes rather than classroom
educational ones – as if teachers undergo some sort of ‘quantum leap’ in their power to influence
students personally when they walk through the doorway into their religion lessons. And where
this is the case, the expectations of what constitutes success in Religious Education become
unrealistic.
While elsewhere across the school curriculum, NPIs have tended to be principally about
occasioning personal development through the pathway of knowledge and cognitive skills,
occasionally there are claims made that describe pedagogies with terms such as ‘transformative’,
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‘transformational’, ‘authentic’, ‘holistic’, ‘life-changing’, ‘creative’ and ‘innovative’. I tend to be
initially suspicious of such superlative adjectives for approaches that cannot readily be tested
empirically to see if they are capable of the exceptional results they seem to be proposing. These
sorts of terms have also been applied to Religious Education (Mudge, 2011).
In evaluating both Religious Education theories and their embedded narratives of personal
influence for many years, I look into the following:








Is the theory readily comprehensible to practitioners? Does it have good communicability?
Above all, is it realistic, plausible and meaningful for religion teachers, and does it take into
account the spiritualities of the students, many of whom have a rather secular spirituality?
Does it have achievable immediate learning outcomes seen by teachers as something that
they can have confidence in attaining?
Des it avoid simplistic purposes about changing students’ faith and personal development?
How appropriate, necessary and useful for teachers is the academic
psychological/theological/educational ‘superstructure’ of an approach or theory? The
theoretical underpinning needs to be clear and readily understood by teachers and affirming
of their practice – and not burdensome.
Are teachers comfortable with the theory and confident that it does in practice what it says it
will do in intentions?
There is no need to invent any new approach or pedagogies for Religious Education. What is
needed is a wise perspective on its history that shows up best practice and best theory.
Sometimes there is a need to put best practice into theory rather than always work in the
mode of theory into practice.

I consider that some theories for Religious Education have an unnecessarily burdensome and
abstruse superstructure of academic background that, to use an old French word, ‘bamboozles’
religion teachers. I find that this rarely seems to occur in other curriculum areas. This is not
devaluing the detailed and finely focused academic accounts of psychological processes thought
to be at work in various approaches to Religious Education. I am just cautioning that balance is
needed. Some of the fine details pertinent to the academy, when communicated to teachers,
may tend to inhibit rather than enhance both their thinking about their role and their classroom
practice.
Throughout the whole period, 1960 – 2022, the NPI-01 narrative of personal influence, also
evident in its derivatives/reiterations, has remained prominent in the theories for Catholic school
Religious Education. I think that this has resulted in unwarranted attention often given to tracing
the psychological dynamics of how an approach is thought to affect young people’s personal
development, with too strong a focus on the student’s internal life and psychic processes and
responses – basically introspective in character, rather than more outwards looking concerned
with the content and issues being studied. Somewhat ironically, the latter focus provides a zone
of personal freedom for students, which makes for the best classroom learning environment in
which personal views can be freely and safely shared and respected in dialogue (Rossiter,
2021B). Outcomes for Religious Education should be primarily about the knowledge, skills and
content that educators think would be important and useful to inform young people’s own agency
for personal development. Even though the intention to change the personal/faith development of
young people has remained embedded in the NPIs of various approaches and key religious
constructs for school Religious Education for almost 50 years, to my knowledge, there still
remains no hard evidence that it has been successful.
For authentic personal development, people need to be the authors of their own personal
change, with all sorts of both internal and external factors potentially having an influence. What
education in the classroom can do is resource young people’s personal development capacity
with knowledge and skills. It appears best to concentrate on what it means to educate young
people spiritually, religiously and morally, with fostering their personal and religious development
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remaining as a long term hope, rather than as an immediate aim or outcome.
This view is consistent with Australian philosopher of education Brian Hill’s brief for school
education and Religious Education in particular:
Regarding the school:
The mission of education is to resource the choosing self
Regarding Religious Education in any school type:
The teaching of religion in school has certain limited but crucial educational purposes:
• To help students appreciate the importance of the spiritual quest; of working out where
they are going as human beings.
• To help them to interrogate their own cultural conditioning and reach a position of being
able to develop an adequate personal framework of meaning and value.
(Along with other purposes. Hill, 2006, p. 55)
Hill took for granted that the sense of freedom and individuality permeating Westernised cultures
would ensure that young people will eventually author their own personal development by
constructing their own meaning, values and beliefs – even if for some (or perhaps many?) this
will not be a conscious, reflective process but more a popular, cultural socialisation. Nothing
could stop the ‘choosing’; but their choosing could be better educated. Hence, knowledge of
religions, contemporary issues and critical thinking would be important for informing life
decisions, as well as knowledge of what one’s own and other religious traditions were saying
about meaning in life. The religion classroom should be the very place where one might expect
that students could learn how to appraise the shaping influence of culture.
Michael Maroney’s (2008) doctoral thesis echoed this view of the primary role of Religious
Education as resourcing young people’s spirituality, no matter what their level of religiosity,
The following is the conclusion I would draw about an appropriate formulation of the links
between Religious Education and hoped for personal development in students. It contains
nothing new; it is a composite of elements drawn from what is considered best practice and best
theory.
NPI-10 Summary: A proposed best practice contemporary Narrative of Personal
Influence for Catholic school Religious Education







The links between classroom Religious Education and student personal/spiritual development
are primarily through the pathway of knowledge, understanding and critical thinking skills.
This is the same pathway to personal development that operates in all other school learning
areas.
Religious Education, often the only formal spiritual/moral subject or learning area in the
school curriculum, can resource young people’s spirituality, no matter what their level of
religious identification or practice. This can enhance their view of life and of their world. And
this may in turn affect their life trajectory in a way that they see as positive. The agency for
authentic personal change resides in the individuals themselves; change is not caused by the
classroom teaching/learning processes. How individuals eventually respond to this resourcing
Religious Education varies – some will value it; for others it will be inconsequential. Religious
Educators hope that the learning experiences in the classroom will be valuable for their
students, but they know that they cannot make this happen.
Religious Educators set out to include in the religion curriculum the knowledge and skills that
they think young people will need for constructing their own spirituality in challenging times
and in a complex culture that makes the search for meaning difficult.
Because personal development is a complex process influenced in intricate ways by many
factors, links and pathways between classroom practice and actual personal development will
always remain somewhat speculative.
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Spiritual/moral content and methods: Religious Education can provide young people with
knowledge and understanding of their own religious tradition, to which they have a birthright.
In addition, they can be informed about other religions and their interactions with society.
Religious Education can help young people learn skills in the identification, interpretation and
evaluation of contemporary spiritual/moral/social issues. This includes learning how to
evaluate the shaping influence that culture can have on people’s beliefs, values and lifestyle.
The special attention to knowledge and critical thinking skills does not need to compromise
experiential, student-centred and research pedagogies.
Discussion and dialogue in the classroom can contribute to the above purposes, with the
desired model being informed debate.

A trajectory for Religious Education into the future
Elsewhere, other publications have considered the issues believed to be crucial for contemporary
Catholic school Religious Education, as well as ‘headwinds’ that have obscured or distracted
from the clarification of its intended personal development influence, together with proposed
strategies for ‘putting Religious Education back on the Catholic schools map’ (Rossiter, 2018A,
2018B, 2020, 2021B).
While it is not practicable to include any of the extensive relevant material from these sources
here, it will be useful to list the headings that highlight the direction I consider would be best for
revitalising the ongoing trajectory of Catholic school Religious Education.











Taking into account the changing landscape of contemporary spirituality and the relatively
secular spirituality of many youth.
Avoid excessive use of ecclesiastical language in Religious Education, restoring balance by
giving more attention to educational accounts, especially as regards its role in resourcing
spirituality.
Enhancing students’ perceptions of the educational and potential personal value of the
subject Religious Education
Ongoing enhancement of Religious Education as a challenging academic subject across the
school curriculum
Acknowledging and addressing to some extent the problem of negative student perceptions
of religion and Religious Education
Clarifying the potential place for the teachers’ own beliefs and commitments in classroom
interactions: The ethics of teaching.
Clarifying the place for personalism and relevance in Religious Education. Developing a
healthy and realistic account of the place and educational value of discussion and the sharing
of personal views, together with ethical cautions needed to prevent manipulation and protect
the privacy of participants (both students and teachers)
Relevance in pedagogy: The need for critical, evaluative research-oriented pedagogy,
especially in the senior classes.
Relevance in content: Including some study of world religions and world views, and of the
contemporary search for meaning, including spiritual/moral issues

While there is not space here to elaborate, it is significant to note that Catholic Religious
Education in schools in other countries has not always followed the same pathway as that taken
in Australia. While I know that the historical patterns of development in the United States,
Canada, Ireland, and Belgium and to a lesser extent in the United Kingdom and New Zealand
have notable similarities with the Australian one, and while not all of these included NPIs 03, 05
and 08 (associated with the hermeneutic communicative model and Lovat’s approach), I am
aware of at least two countries that diverged significantly from this pattern.
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For example: In Italy, the enduring Catholic pre-occupation with personal/faith development in
Australia since the 1970s was not evident. In Italy from the 1980s, Catholic Religious Education
in schools (mainly in state schools) was often regarded as a general cultural education in
Catholicism and some other religions, while out-of-school voluntary catechesis (and adult
Religious Education programs in post-school years) was planned for the young people who were
engaging with the Church (Malizia & Trenti, 1991).
In Germany too, the personal/faith development thematic was never very prominent in theory for
Religious Education in schools – again, almost always in state schools where denominational
Religious Education retains a constitutional provision. In the 1960s, there was something similar
to the experiential/personal development focus described in NPI-01. But at the 1974 Synod of
Wurzburg, the German Catholic bishops put in place a ‘convergence’ argument that Religious
Education needed a balanced rationale that included both educational and
theological/ecclesiastical justifications – a view that still remains in force (Altmeyer 2020). One
consequence was the inclusion of content about world religions as a standard part of the German
Catholic religion curriculum. Kropac’s (2020) recollection of the German pattern of development
was as follows.
In the 1970s, there was a growing conviction that Religious Education is not an introduction to
Christianity, but educational diaconia: selfless service of the church to the general education
of young people. Of course, there were and there are bishops for whom this is not enough.
They want a grounding in the Christian faith. However, the vast majority of bishops have
realized that this is an illusion. On the part of the church hierarchy, then, there is an
understanding that religious education in public schools cannot be an instrument of
missionary work. The state and society would not tolerate that either. If religious education is
under pressure today, it is because while many people welcome religious education, but they
want it to be based on information about all religions and not based on denomination.
Conclusion
This paper set out to help clarify relationships between Catholic school Religious Education and
young people’s personal development. It has identified issues and has scrutinised pertinent
historical theory/narratives and terminology under the rubric of a sub-narrative for personal
influence (NPI). It proposes a need to recalibrate the expectations of Religious Education with a
more appropriate and realistic account of its role as a school subject that can resource the
spirituality and personal development of young people through the knowledge and skills it can
impart. In turn, this may help incorporate a meaningful and realistic account of the relationships
between Religious Education and hoped for student personal development that teachers can
work with as appropriate for today’s religion classrooms.
I consider that problems have been generated for both students and religion teachers through
excessive attention given to expectations for personal change in the NPIs embedded in many of
the historical Catholic approaches. I think that teachers also have difficulty with the size and
extent of the theoretical ‘superstructures’ of approaches such as 3 and 8; the theory can be
burdensome, making the teaching of religion appear to be more complicated and difficult than it
needs to be.
If teachers are constantly – either consciously or unconsciously – concerned about how well they
are engaging students in faith sharing, faith development, faith formation, Catholic identity and
deep personal dialogue, this can subvert quality religion teaching. When free from such
unnecessary and unrealistic pressure from both expectations for personalism and their
associated extensive theories, religion teachers can devote more energy to what really matters –
pedagogical content knowledge, pedagogical methods and resources that may promote student
engagement with the content and issues. As noted above, and as indicated in NPIs 6 and 7, and
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in the proposals in 10, the most appropriate religious education pathway towards student
personal change is a knowledge/skills one. Hopefully, such resourcing of students’ spirituality
may enhance their self-authored personal development, even if positive change cannot be
verified empirically because it is naturally a very private part of their lives.
It appears to me that a good number of religion teachers in Catholic schools are experiencing
this pedagogical freedom. For example: Religion studies teachers have long naturally distanced
themselves from the excessive personal and religiosity expectations in the Catholic NPIs
because these are inappropriate for a non-denominational, state-based study of religion. But it
has been both wise and diplomatic not to publicise this while the current system-wide, normative
narrative for Catholic school Religious Education is so dominated by ecclesiastical language
(Rossiter, 2020A). Where teachers of religion studies in Years 11-12 also teach Religious
Education in the junior secondary years, it is likely that they will continue to operate out of NPIs 6
and 10, rather than swap over, in a sort of ‘schizophrenic’ fashion, to the personal/religious
expectations in many of the Catholic NPIs. I would hope that all religion teachers in Catholic
schools could experience this pedagogical freedom which, in my view, is generated from the best
practice/theory summarised in NPI 10. I consider that religion teachers have for far too long been
handicapped by the excessive personalist expectations in the historical NPIs they have been
given to work with. And hopefully, a wider articulation and acceptance of a more realistic and
appropriate sub-narrative for the relationships between Religious Education and young people’s
personal development can be promoted by Catholic school authorities. If so, I believe that it
would be important for the future health and meaningfulness of Catholic school Religious
Education.
While not all will agree with this interpretation of the agenda, the material may well prompt further
debate and research on the questions raised.
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